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Construction of Data Processing Software. By John Elder. Prentice-Hall, Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ, 1984; xiv+432pp. 
The main subject matter of this book is the construction of file processing programs 
and the development and use of the underlying abstractions of the files to be 
processed. The author deals with batch programs for validating input data, creating 
and updating master files, producing printed reports, and sorting and merging 
sequential files. The file abstractions considered cover sequential, random, indexed, 
and indexed sequential files, and the chief relevant access methods. Database 
structures and organisations are not dealt with. The abstractions are expressed as 
abstract data type definitions in a language very close to Pascal Plus. This is an 
elaboration of Pascal that includes classes, concurrent processes, and monitors, and 
a library for class definitions that provides a degree of polymorphism for the data 
types. The programs are taken chiefly from a simple case study system for The 
Model Savings Bank Limited; they are presented first in the Pascal-style language 
and then again in COBOL. 
The book falls into two parts. In the first part, a very short overview of data 
processing systems is followed by a description of the Pascal-style language. Then 
a detailed iscussion of files and their implementations, much of it concerned with 
such matters as block sizes, double buffering, and disk device characteristics, leads 
to the presentation of the simplest file abstractions and a general discussion of the 
file updating problembased on Dwyer's paper (Comm. ACM 24(1) (1981)). The 
more substantial file abstractions are then discussed together with the case study 
programs that use them. The second part deals with COBOL. The 1974 COBOL 
language is described in some detail, in more than 70 pages, and COBOL 
implementations are then given for the case study programs. The book ends with 
a selective bibliography, a typescript appendix of answers to some of the many 
exercises, and an index. 
The book's chief strength lies in the development of the file abstractions. It shows 
that the Pascal-style language can be used to good effect to deal with some of the 
aspects of file handling that are usually ignored in the Pascal culture. Abstract data 
type definition is much in fashion, and is very appropriate to the file objects that 
Elder deals with; within the limitations of the language their treatment is clear and 
well presented. However, the limitations are quite severe. The most important is 
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that the body of a class definition has the form: 
initial actions; 
final actions; 
in which the symbol *** stands for any sequence of executions of the externally 
visible operators of the class. The definition would be stronger if the body were 
itself a sequential process, as it can be in Simula or Ada, thus showing explicitly 
the permissible sequences of operator execution. 
The second part, devoted to COBOL, is less satisfactory. COBOL implementations 
of the Model Savings Bank programs are shown, but are not clearly related to the 
discussions in the first part. The reader is left in doubt whether the Pascal-style file 
abstractions and program texts are intended to serve as specifications or are merely 
another, ditterent, implementation f the informal specifications derivable from the 
narrative discussion of the first part. The COBOL used lacks a CALL statement, 
although one has been provided in almost every serious COBOL implementation 
since 1970 at least. This is an important point, because use of the CALL statement 
would be the most obvious and natural way to implement data abstraction in 
COBOL. I was left with the feeling that the second part of the book was something 
of an afterthought, perhaps uggested by the publisher to render the first part more 
palatable to practising COBOL programmers. This is not an ignoble motive, but 
would be far more effectively served if the reliance of the COBOL on the first part 
were clearly demonstrated. 
The book's origins lie in undergraduate courses at the Queen's University of 
Belfast; one of the acknowledgements shows that it has benefited from at least 
some indirect contact with a working data processing shop. Although it has weak- 
nesses, it could surely be used with profit in an undergraduate course intended to 
bridge the chasm between the world of Pascal and the world of data processing. 
For people intending to use it in this way, who have access to VAX/VMS Pascal 
Plus, practical versions of the file abstractions are available in the system library. 
Michael JACKSON 
London, United Kingdom 
Coordinated Computing: Tools and Techniques for Distributed Software. By Robert 
E. Filman and Daniel F. Friedman. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1984. 
A large fraction of contemporary computer science could be encompassed under 
the rubric of coordinated computing. No book could adequately cover the range 
from abstract computational models, through the wide expanse of software systems 
and applications down to details of chip design. On the other hand, there are 
